
LASC Extravaganza:
 Approximately 200 entries were put in at this year’s Extravaganza over Labor Day 
weekend.  Great southern California weather was enjoyed as approximately 35 shoot-
ers attended from about 5 different states, some of whom had not been seen for a few 
years—so it was great to welcome them back.
 While most of the entries at the Extravaganza are for IHMSA Big Bore and Small 
Bore, this event also features Cowboy Rifle, Cast Bullet Rifle, Small Bore Rifle, and 
Small Bore Hunter Pistol.  This match started in the 1990’s as a fun match after the ma-

jor competitions of the summer, and to give 
something back to club members.
 The Extravaganza is an incredibly afford-
able shooting experience.  $50 gets a 
shooter as many entries as they want to 
shoot, includes two BBQ’s, and camping 
facilities.
 With this event occurring right at the IHMSA 
News deadline, the full match report and 
more specific details will be in the next is-
sue.
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The E-ZEE Prime’s quick-change collar, 
unitized primer trays and the use of standard 
shellholder makes priming and change over 
uncomplicated, fast and easy.

Eliminate fussing with small primer punch parts. The correct sized punch assembly
is engineered into each tray. A cutoff gate further speeds changes. In addition, the
quick-change collar makes the change-over process a “snap”. With ergonomic
design and optimized leverage, the E-ZEE Prime offers the comfortable, controlled
feel needed for precisely seating primers during extended priming sessions.
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Pringle, SD in the Black Hills has the crown jewel of silhouette ranges in Region 8.

Richard and Glenna Pattison celebrate 20 years of silhouette shooting at their private 
range in Pringle, South Dakota.                                      Continued on page

South Dakota State Championship Misses 200 Entries—By One!
 Pringle, South Dakota has proven to be a Labor Day destination point for a large 
number of IHMSA shooters in the Rocky Mountain area over the years, and this year was 
no different.  36 shooters fired 199 entries in a celebration of the 20th year of shooting 
steel at the Southern Hills Silhouette Club.  This year’s state match saw shooters from 
South Dakota, Nebraska, Wyoming, Kansas, Minnesota, and Canada in attendance.
 This range began shooting steel in 1995 after the closure of the silhouette range in 
Sturgis.  Located on private property owned by Dick and Glenna Pattison, this range has 
seen its fair share of shooting steel in those 20 years.  The holidays of the 4th of July 
and Labor Day hold two of IHMSA’s larger shoots with the Region 8 Championship also 
being held there annually.
 In addition to the great scenery and camaraderie that are a staple at Southern Hills 
Silhouette Club, shooting conditions are typically very good as well, and this year’s 
scores certainly reflect that.  The full results of this year’s shoot can be found in the 
match reports section.

Attention Match 
Directors:  

2015 Is Not Far Away!
 

Hard to believe, isn’t it? 
 As match directors start setting 

schedules for 2015 in the coming 
months, please send those to me 

with all information as you want it to 
appear in the IHMSA Schedule.

If you are an email person, 
that is the best format for me.  

Contact me at 
ihmsaeditorjoe@gmail.com 

with that info. 
 

Otherwise, a simple phone call at 
970-667-4968 

works, too.

Championship Matches Are Rolling In
By Joe Frey
 July’s IHMSA World Championship certainly doesn’t signify the end of the silhouette 
shooting season, as August saw several successful large shoots occur.  The Extrava-
ganza in Los Angeles and the South Dakota State Championship were each in the 200 
entry range, with both events taking place of the Labor Day weekend.  Idaho, Colorado, 
and Virginia also celebrated their state championships.  A lot of great shooting was had 
in IHMSA from coast to coast.

Picture of LASC Firing Line: There was a lot of shooting of al types at the Extravaganza.

Picture of Extravaganza LASC range: A view of the range at Los Angeles Silhouette 
Club.

IHMSA is Growing
Because of . . .

by Joe Frey
 …some of the youth shooters and new 
shooters we are seeing in our sport.  At 
this year’s World Championship, there 
were a few youth shooters involved, and 
boy did they shoot well!  Juniors Jacob 
Weaver and Austin Hoover are a couple 
that come to mind who put some fantastic 
shooting performances.  In addition, there 
were several new shooters at this year’s 
event, some shooters who have just taken 
up the sport in the last few years, enjoy-
ing their first experience at the World 
Championship.  There are too many to go 
on about specifically in this short article, 
so I will devote this month’s submission 
of “IHMSA Is Growing Because Of…” to 
one of them that did some truly incredible 
things—Ryan Schuff of Oklahoma.
 I’ve gotten to know Ryan Schuff a little 
bit over the past few years through my an-
nual travels to the Oklahoma State shoot.  
Ryan is the grandson of Region 4 Direc-
tor Jim Fields.  He just started shooting 
silhouette last year, but he has certainly 
proved to be a fast learner as he put forth 
some incredible displays of marksmanship 
this summer shooting IHMSA.
 At the age of 12, Ryan shot a 58x60 
at the Oklahoma State shoot at the end of 
May.  His first 40x40 followed shortly after 
this summer at a regular match at Okla-
homa City Gun Club, just prior to the World 
Championship.  I don’t know how many 12 
year-olds have ever shot a perfect score 
in IHMSA, but that seems like a pretty im-
pressive feat.  But that was just the begin-
ning.
 The World Championship saw an im-
pressive display put on by the 12-13 year 
old Ryan.  And I say 12-13 year old, be-
cause he was both during the shoot—his 
birthday was on the second day of the 
World Championship.
 It is one thing to win championships in 
the junior division, which Ryan won many.  
But this young man went far beyond that.  
First of all, he shot two 80x80’s—one in 
UAS AIR Pistol and one in UAS Small 
Bore.  Not only did he win his AAA class 
in both of those, Ryan finished 3rd overall 
in UAS AIR Pistol hitting 8 shoot-off tar-
gets—trailing only Ironman winner Steve 
Martens and 2014 champion and world-
record holder Jim Fields.  In UAS Small 
Bore, he followed up his 80x80 with 3 
shoot-off targets.
 In addition, Ryan shot a 76x80 in Big 
Bore UAS, getting first in his class.  He 
shot a 70x80+3 in UAS Fifth-Scale, once 
again winning his class.  He also shot a 
68x80 in SB Unlimited, getting second 
in his class.  So out of 5 entries, Ryan 
got four 1st place class finishes and one 
2nd, including being 3rd overall in one of 

those—all at the World Championship.  
Ryan didn’t just perform well as a junior; 
he was right there in the overall conversa-
tion with the best shooters in the IHMSA.
 But the story doesn’t end there.  Ryan 
also served as a target setter every day, 
all day.  The only time he wasn’t working 
was when he was shooting.  But it went 
far beyond the target setting.  Serving as 
the proverbial Chester to Jim Field’s Mar-
shal Dillon, right-hand man Ryan was up 
by 6:00am every day to help get things 
prepared for the day.  At the end of the 
day, same story.  He was setting things up 
and putting things away, hauling off trash, 
looking for Grandpa’s keys, being sent on 
errands, grabbing a needed tool out of 
the shop.  Anyone familiar with Jim Fields 
knows that man has a very high motor.  
Yet Ryan was right there with Jim every 
step of the way.  Late nights, early morn-
ings, steaming hot days, rainy and muddy 
days—it didn’t matter.  
 The maturity, work ethic, coach-ability, 
and attention to detail Ryan possesses is 
very impressive.  The ability to just focus 
on the task at hand—thinking only of this 
shot, not the next one or the last one, is a 
great strength of his.  All of us can remem-

IHMSA in the News
by Joe Frey
 Exposure is essential for any successful enterprise, whether you are promoting a 
business or an event.  This is certainly true for IHMSA, and fortunately the efforts of a 
few people in our sport have taken a step or two in that regard.
 There was a fantastic newspaper article in May 30th edition of “The Bellefontaine Ex-
aminer” celebrating 35 years of shooting at the Logan County Fish and Game Club.  This 
article included good pictures and very nice detail of IHMSA silhouette shooting at this 
Ohio club.  Thanks to Craig Eagle for alerting members to this interesting article through 
the IHMSA forum at ihmsa.org. 

 In July, two articles were run in “The Oklahoman” in association with the 2014 IHMSA 
World Championship.  One article ran in advance of the event on July 13th, and then an-
other followed up the World Championship on July 27th.  “The Oklahoman” is the state’s 
largest newspaper, with a daily circulation of around 150,000 readers.  With match di-
rector Jim Fields having a long career with “The Oklahoman”, he successfully used his 
connections to give IHMSA a little exposure.
 In addition to these examples of good old fashioned print newspaper articles, there 
is now a Facebook page for IHMSA, thanks to Dan Hagerty.  I cannot personally tell you 
about this one, in that I’m not a Facebook user.  But social networking is certainly some-
thing that has changed how businesses and people in general operate, and I have heard 
great things about this Facebook page created by Dan.  In talking to IHMSA member 
Sebastian Gorostiaga of Paraguay, he mentioned how Facebook in countries such as his 
has become the most common form of communication over all other means.
 Mainstream media doesn’t seem to run as many gun or hunting related stories as we 
saw thirty years ago or so.  But it obviously can still be done, as proven by the efforts 
recognized in this article.  Small steps such as the above examples are all beneficial to 
getting IHMSA a little more exposure than it would have had otherwise.

Ryan and Grandpa Jim have been spending a lot of time together at the range.

ber our first perfect score, that shoot-off for 
a state championship, or just closing in on 
a personal best, and remember that feel-
ing of the nerves and blood pressure rising 
as we honed in on those last few turkeys 
or that last bank of rams.  I suppose we all 
have that the jitters in those moments to 
some extent, but Ryan sure doesn’t show 
it.  
 Ryan Schuff sure looks to be a quickly 
rising star in our sport.  He doesn’t seem 
to recognize or acknowledge any barriers 

or limitations to success.  He just focuses 
on the key fundamentals essential to good 
shooting, and then squeezes the trigger.
 Congratulations to Ryan on an incred-
ibly impressive display of shooting not only 
at the 2014 World Championships, but just 
the rapid and ever-increasing growth he 
has shown as a silhouette shooter.  If you 
are somebody that enjoys following the 
match reports each month from around the 
country, the name Ryan Schuff is one you 
might want to remember.

A little press never hurts. (Photo is courtesy of Craig Eagle of Ohio)
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Colorado State Championship:
 The 3-day Colorado State Match was held this year in Fort Morgan, CO.  With 68 
entries crossing the line, this 60 round match saw some outstanding scores, with good 
weather thrown in to boot.
 Russell Plakke was the big winner, taking home 6 state championships.  Bob Smith 
continued to dominate with the revolver, winning both Big Bore & Small Bore.  Bill Stark 
won both Bordello classes (semi-automatic and revolver)—including a very impressive 
51x60 with a Smith & Wesson .38 Special on the full-size Big Bore targets they use for 
Bordello.
 “Flip” Phillippi won BB Production and BB Unlimited, and husband and wife team 
Ron and Joanna used a 6.5 BR XP100 to bring home a couple of trophies—Joanna in 
BB UAS, and Ron in Unlimited Half-Scale.  Canada’s Shirley Bakken shot an impressive 
57x60 in .22 Practical Hunter, edging out husband Graham.  A personal best was fired by 
Kevin Plakke, as he shot his first 60x60 in Small Bore UAS.
 Fantastic door prizes were on hand as well.  A couple of the big winners included Gro-
ver Morash winning a gift certificate for 5 boxes of Sierra bullets, and Tom Funk winning 
a nice .22 rifle which was donated by Ron Schott.
 Congratulations to all Colorado State champions, and a huge thanks to match direc-
tor Ron Schott.  The full match report can be seen on page 15.
Virginia State Championship:
 The Piedmont Sportsman Club in Gordonsville hosted the 2-day Virginia State shoot, 
and a good time was had by all in attendance.  Ray Moyers served as the chef for the 
weekend, and Kristen (Fred) Graves put in a solid weekend setting targets.
 Michael Graves put in an impressive 40x40 in Half-Scale, and Richard Deviers also 
achieved perfection in Small Bore UAS to go along with his 38 in Fifth-Scale.  Michael 
Kirchner put in some impressive shooting on the Small Bore side with his High Standard 
as well.  The full match report can be found in this issue.
 Congratulations to all champions from around the country in these various shoots.  
And most importantly, a big thank you to all of the match directors and people who put in 
the hours of time to make these championship shoots special and memorable.

Champonship Matches Are Rolling In
Continued from front page

Lava Bed Shootout:
 99 entries were put in at the Idaho State Championship this year in Idaho Falls.  Jeff 
Fowler won Production and Unlimited classes in both Big Bore and Small Bore, including 
an impressive 40x40 in Big Bore Production with his 7 TCU Contender.  A quick browse 
through the match report shows that Bill Pendleton had a pretty good 3 days of shooting 
as well, including sweeping the three Practical Hunter categories.
 Dell Taylor took the 4 Gun Aggregate in Big Bore, while Michael Sussman topped 
the Small Bore, both with 115’s.  Robert Jeffrey had success from the standing position, 
winning the Big Bore Standing Aggregate as well as the Field Pistol Agg—just missing 
the 60 club in Field pistol with a 57.  The full match report is in this month’s edition.

Joanna Schott took home the Big Bore 
UAS Championship in Colorado.

Russell Plakke put in an impressive perfor-
mance, capturing 6 state titles in Colorado.

Last of the State & Regional Matches for 2014
 It is hard to believe the 2014 IHMSA silhouette season is starting to wind down, but 
as the calendar turns to October, the final state and regional championships will be fin-
ished by the end of the month.
 The Region 4 Championship will be held October 3-5 in Oklahoma City, OK.  Loui-
siana will have their Small Bore, Fifth-Scale, and Field Pistol Championship that same 
weekend, on October 4th & 5th in Gonzales, LA.  The following week South Carolina will 
wrap it up with their Big Bore & Half-Scale Championship on October 11 & 12th at the 
Black Creek Gun Club in Patrick, SC.
 Match results for the championships for South Dakota, Idaho, Virginia, and Colorado 
can be found in this month’s issue.  South Dakota just missed 200 entries, with 199 guns 
going to the firing line.  And ironically, Idaho came just short of 100 entries—with 99!
 Good luck to all shooters as we head down the home stretch for the 2014 season.

by Mike Bellm
 Correct headspace is essential to ac-
curacy, reliable functioning, and good case 
life.  This article will tell you how to mea-
sure it, make corrections, and also mea-
sure throat length.
 The first thing you must do is under-
stand that headspace is not a length, 
which flies in the face of the industry con-
cepts geared to gauging chamber depth.  
The term has been badly adulterated in 
common usage to the extent that the term 
is not something the average guy can re-
late to.
 But thinking of the term headspace for 
what it REALLY means, it becomes a very 
simple concept that is both easy to under-
stand and easy to measure, especially in 
any break open gun like the TC Encore or 
Contender/G2.  I’ll show you how.
 Too many barrels are given up on as 
unsatisfactory, or worse, folks leave the 
TC system in despair simply because of 
headspace issues.  Don’t be one of them!  
The methods you get away with shoot-
ing bolt actions simply do not work with 
springy break open actions.  The break 
open actions are different and must be 
handled differently.
 Understanding headspace can literally 
save you hundreds of dollars, thousands 
of dollars if you are one who does a lot of 
barrel swapping in your quest for accuracy 
and the performance dreams are made of.
 This is what it ideally should be--
.001” space between the case head and 
the breechface, thus “head” “space”.  
 .001” to .003” is a good range to work 
in since it is often difficult to keep ammo 
consistent to within .001”.  But the more 
space there is, the greater will be the prob-
lems associated with it.
 Conversely, if there is NO space be-
tween the case head and the breech face, 
meaning the case sticks out of the cham-
ber too far, this is also a major problem re-
lated to accuracy and even preventing the 
barrel from closing all the way.  If the barrel 
is not closed all the way, you cannot cock 
the hammer.
Here is just one example:

 This drawing is courtesy of Alan 
Thompson (thanks, Alan!).  Note that the 
case shoulder is in contact with the cham-
ber shoulder while there is space between 
the case rim and the bottom of the rim 
counterbore, indicating the case is “head-
spaced” or its forward movement stopped 
by the shoulder, not the rim, and that the 
actual protrusion of the case head is .001” 

work with it.  The “local authority” who has 
double slammed the barrel shut for nearly 
40 years certainly is not help, nor is the 
guy who has worked mostly with fixed 
barrel bolt actions going to be any help.  
And some of the worst offenders putting 
out erroneous information are some of the 
custom barrel makers.  These are usually 
the ones leaning on headspace gauges 
for everything.
 In fact, when it comes to the TC and 
NEF Handi-Rifle type break open guns, 
the best thing to do with steel head-
space gauges is toss ‘em in the trash.
 The are meaningless, and misleading 
at best.  A “gauge” means nothing to you 
at all when you can take the measure-
ments yourself and KNOW exactly what 
the headspace is WITH THE ACTUAL 
AMMUNITION IN THE CHAMBER.
 It is the space between the actual car-
tridge case head and the breechface you 
are concerned about, not a steel gauge 
that may be substantially different from 
the actual ammo you are shooting.
 So don’t go waste money on steel 
gauges.  You don’t need them, and you 
don’t want them.  After you have worked 
with our Headspace Indicator you will un-
derstand why.
 Here is a perfect example of why you 
cannot rely on steel gauges.  It is blind 
foolishness to expect all ammo to meet 
specs and produce correct headspace.  
Look at this perfect example.
 Take the measurement and you will 
KNOW what the headspace is, then make 
corrections.  This gentleman complained 
he could not cock the hammer with a load-
ed .280 Rem barrel and wondered why.  
Taking a few simple measurements, he 
could have saved himself a lot of aggra-
vation and money paying someone else to 
tell him the ammo stuck out of the barrel 
too far and was preventing the barrel from 
locking up safely so the hammer could be 
cocked.
 The frame was simply doing what it is 
supposed to do… protect the shooter from 
firing a barrel that is not locked up ade-
quately to be safe.  Barrel-to-frame gap 
measurement was essentially zero, i.e. 
the barrel hits on the firing pin bushing.
 With the barrel off the frame, Win-
chester ammo stuck out of the barrel from 
.005” to as much as .010”, and it is no 
wonder the barrel would not close!

 One might think on first impression 
that the chamber is too shallow.  NOT SO!
 Here you can visually see that the .280 
Rem “GO” gauge is below the end of the 
barrel.  Actually depth below the end of 
the barrel is .001”, which is perfect.

 In this less than perfect photo, you can 
readily see that the ammo is sticking up 

WELL above the end of the barrel.
 The reason is the cases are stopped by 
contact ONLY at the bottom of the shoul-
der!  I try and try to get the point across 
that case shoulders, datum lines on steel 
headspace gauges, and chambers often 
simply do NOT match at all.  Note the ink 
is marred ONLY at the bottom of the shoul-
der where it meets the body of the cham-
ber.  
 

When it comes to the break open guns 
especially, forget about steel headspace 
gauges!  They are meaningless when you 
can take direct measurements from the 
barrel and very easily calculate the head-
space.
 Going to Federal ammo, the results 
are better, but even the Federal ammo is a 
bit too long.  The barrel will likely close on 
this Federal ammo, but with no space at all 
between case head and firing pin bushing, 
vertical stringing may result.
 So, which component in the system 
is off—the chamber shoulder shape and 
location, or the ammo shoulder’s shape 
and location?  It could be either, but it re-
ally matters little.  The important thing is 
to be able to recognize the problem first, 
then choose a corrective measure.  In 
this instance, it is likely simply a different 
brand or a different box of the same brand 
may solve the issue entirely.  It makes no 
sense to ignore headspace and assume 
it is right.  And it makes no sense to rely 
on steel gauges when the ammo does not 
always resemble the gauges, and it is so 
easy to tell if the headspace is off.  This is 
a clear cut example why you need to be 
conscious of headspace when shooting 
factory ammo as much as, or even more 
so, than those who reload.
 Whether you shoot factory ammo or 
reload makes no difference.  You still must 
KNOW what the headspace is in any given 
barrel and frame combination.  You will be 
able to identify excess headspace with ei-
ther factory ammo or your reloads.  If the 
headspace is excess with factory ammo, 
anything over .006”, you have grounds to 
exact a remedy from the manufacturer of 
the barrel or the ammo manufacturer, or 
both.
 Excess headspace is also the cause 
of many misfire situations, and erratic igni-
tion, which produces poor accuracy.  No 
headspace, meaning the case head is hit-
ting on the breechface when you close the 
barrel, can cause the barrel to not close all 
the way.  This has been a major cause of 
misfires with Contenders since the first day 
they were produced.  Or, with Encores and 
G2s, it prevents the hammer from cocking 
when the barrel is not closed all the way.   
 The issue of headspace is simply about 
making sure the ammo fits the gun.  This 
should not be a strange concept.  Howev-
er, believe it or not, ammo that fits right is 
more likely to work right.  Imagine that.   

Part 1

Correct Headspace Is Essential

Mike Bellm and son Kurt, who has become a key part of the 
business.

less than whatever the barrel-to-frame gap 
actually measures.
 Here is the short course.  In the exam-
ple above, you would:
 1. measure the barrel-to-frame gap 

with a common feeler gauge set (IF 
the barrel is not actually hitting on 
the firing pin bushing),

 2. measure where the case head is in 
comparison to the end of the barrel 
(i.e. dead flush with the end of the 
barrel, however many thousandths 
below the end of the barrel, or in the 
example above, how many thou-
sandths it sticks out of the barrel), 
then

 3. do the simple arithmetic.
 Let’s put some hypothetical numbers 
to the diagram above.  Let’s say the gap 
is .005”.  To arrive at the optimum .001” 
space between the case head and the fir-
ing pin bushing, the case would have to 
stick out of the barrel .004”.  In summary—
gap minus protrusion equals .001”.
 If the case were, let’s say, .004” BE-
LOW the end of the barrel, the “space” 
between the case “head” and firing pin 
pushing would go like this:  gap .005” 
plus .004” equals a total of .009”.  This is 
WAY to much of course, so then you make 
corrections detailed below.  
 Our simple system of taking measure-
ments lets you track and work out what 
works best for you, to include controlling 
the amount of interference on the case 
head to compensate for a less than tight 
barrel lockup if necessary, but you monitor 
and regulate it based on measurements 
for consistent results, not “guess and by 
golly.”
 Note in the example above that head-
space is regulated by size die adjustment 
so there is both contact on the case shoul-
der and .001” clearance behind the case 
head—i.e. “head” “space”.
 Another approach is to bump the case 
shoulder back so it does not touch the 
chamber shoulder, and the case rim does 
bottom out in the rim counterbore in the 
end of the barrel.  In this situation, you 
would shim the firing pin bushing forward 
as necessary and remove material from 
the end of the barrel as needed to make 
that possible.
 Whichever forward stopping point you 
choose to use, chamber shoulder or rim 
counterbore, you take measurements so 
you know what the resulting headspace is 
that your method is producing.
 You cannot count on magazines, 
reloading manuals, the TC factory, the 
local “authority” who has “reloaded for 
40 years”, or even most of the dealers 
and TC aftermarket custom shops.
 Diagrams in loading manuals don’t 
seem to really help get the concept across.  
Most gun writers themselves don’t seem 
to comprehend it.  If the factory under-
stands anything other than SAAMI steel 
headspace gauges, it does not show it, 
nor are they helping you understand and 

We would like to thank
our industry Friends 
for their continued 

support of our sport.
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Colorado State Championship:
 The 3-day Colorado State Match was held this year in Fort Morgan, CO.  With 68 
entries crossing the line, this 60 round match saw some outstanding scores, with good 
weather thrown in to boot.
 Russell Plakke was the big winner, taking home 6 state championships.  Bob Smith 
continued to dominate with the revolver, winning both Big Bore & Small Bore.  Bill Stark 
won both Bordello classes (semi-automatic and revolver)—including a very impressive 
51x60 with a Smith & Wesson .38 Special on the full-size Big Bore targets they use for 
Bordello.
 “Flip” Phillippi won BB Production and BB Unlimited, and husband and wife team 
Ron and Joanna used a 6.5 BR XP100 to bring home a couple of trophies—Joanna in 
BB UAS, and Ron in Unlimited Half-Scale.  Canada’s Shirley Bakken shot an impressive 
57x60 in .22 Practical Hunter, edging out husband Graham.  A personal best was fired by 
Kevin Plakke, as he shot his first 60x60 in Small Bore UAS.
 Fantastic door prizes were on hand as well.  A couple of the big winners included Gro-
ver Morash winning a gift certificate for 5 boxes of Sierra bullets, and Tom Funk winning 
a nice .22 rifle which was donated by Ron Schott.
 Congratulations to all Colorado State champions, and a huge thanks to match direc-
tor Ron Schott.  The full match report can be seen on page 15.
Virginia State Championship:
 The Piedmont Sportsman Club in Gordonsville hosted the 2-day Virginia State shoot, 
and a good time was had by all in attendance.  Ray Moyers served as the chef for the 
weekend, and Kristen (Fred) Graves put in a solid weekend setting targets.
 Michael Graves put in an impressive 40x40 in Half-Scale, and Richard Deviers also 
achieved perfection in Small Bore UAS to go along with his 38 in Fifth-Scale.  Michael 
Kirchner put in some impressive shooting on the Small Bore side with his High Standard 
as well.  The full match report can be found in this issue.
 Congratulations to all champions from around the country in these various shoots.  
And most importantly, a big thank you to all of the match directors and people who put in 
the hours of time to make these championship shoots special and memorable.

Champonship Matches Are Rolling In
Continued from front page

Lava Bed Shootout:
 99 entries were put in at the Idaho State Championship this year in Idaho Falls.  Jeff 
Fowler won Production and Unlimited classes in both Big Bore and Small Bore, including 
an impressive 40x40 in Big Bore Production with his 7 TCU Contender.  A quick browse 
through the match report shows that Bill Pendleton had a pretty good 3 days of shooting 
as well, including sweeping the three Practical Hunter categories.
 Dell Taylor took the 4 Gun Aggregate in Big Bore, while Michael Sussman topped 
the Small Bore, both with 115’s.  Robert Jeffrey had success from the standing position, 
winning the Big Bore Standing Aggregate as well as the Field Pistol Agg—just missing 
the 60 club in Field pistol with a 57.  The full match report is in this month’s edition.

Joanna Schott took home the Big Bore 
UAS Championship in Colorado.

Russell Plakke put in an impressive perfor-
mance, capturing 6 state titles in Colorado.

Last of the State & Regional Matches for 2014
 It is hard to believe the 2014 IHMSA silhouette season is starting to wind down, but 
as the calendar turns to October, the final state and regional championships will be fin-
ished by the end of the month.
 The Region 4 Championship will be held October 3-5 in Oklahoma City, OK.  Loui-
siana will have their Small Bore, Fifth-Scale, and Field Pistol Championship that same 
weekend, on October 4th & 5th in Gonzales, LA.  The following week South Carolina will 
wrap it up with their Big Bore & Half-Scale Championship on October 11 & 12th at the 
Black Creek Gun Club in Patrick, SC.
 Match results for the championships for South Dakota, Idaho, Virginia, and Colorado 
can be found in this month’s issue.  South Dakota just missed 200 entries, with 199 guns 
going to the firing line.  And ironically, Idaho came just short of 100 entries—with 99!
 Good luck to all shooters as we head down the home stretch for the 2014 season.

by Mike Bellm
 Correct headspace is essential to ac-
curacy, reliable functioning, and good case 
life.  This article will tell you how to mea-
sure it, make corrections, and also mea-
sure throat length.
 The first thing you must do is under-
stand that headspace is not a length, 
which flies in the face of the industry con-
cepts geared to gauging chamber depth.  
The term has been badly adulterated in 
common usage to the extent that the term 
is not something the average guy can re-
late to.
 But thinking of the term headspace for 
what it REALLY means, it becomes a very 
simple concept that is both easy to under-
stand and easy to measure, especially in 
any break open gun like the TC Encore or 
Contender/G2.  I’ll show you how.
 Too many barrels are given up on as 
unsatisfactory, or worse, folks leave the 
TC system in despair simply because of 
headspace issues.  Don’t be one of them!  
The methods you get away with shoot-
ing bolt actions simply do not work with 
springy break open actions.  The break 
open actions are different and must be 
handled differently.
 Understanding headspace can literally 
save you hundreds of dollars, thousands 
of dollars if you are one who does a lot of 
barrel swapping in your quest for accuracy 
and the performance dreams are made of.
 This is what it ideally should be--
.001” space between the case head and 
the breechface, thus “head” “space”.  
 .001” to .003” is a good range to work 
in since it is often difficult to keep ammo 
consistent to within .001”.  But the more 
space there is, the greater will be the prob-
lems associated with it.
 Conversely, if there is NO space be-
tween the case head and the breech face, 
meaning the case sticks out of the cham-
ber too far, this is also a major problem re-
lated to accuracy and even preventing the 
barrel from closing all the way.  If the barrel 
is not closed all the way, you cannot cock 
the hammer.
Here is just one example:

 This drawing is courtesy of Alan 
Thompson (thanks, Alan!).  Note that the 
case shoulder is in contact with the cham-
ber shoulder while there is space between 
the case rim and the bottom of the rim 
counterbore, indicating the case is “head-
spaced” or its forward movement stopped 
by the shoulder, not the rim, and that the 
actual protrusion of the case head is .001” 

work with it.  The “local authority” who has 
double slammed the barrel shut for nearly 
40 years certainly is not help, nor is the 
guy who has worked mostly with fixed 
barrel bolt actions going to be any help.  
And some of the worst offenders putting 
out erroneous information are some of the 
custom barrel makers.  These are usually 
the ones leaning on headspace gauges 
for everything.
 In fact, when it comes to the TC and 
NEF Handi-Rifle type break open guns, 
the best thing to do with steel head-
space gauges is toss ‘em in the trash.
 The are meaningless, and misleading 
at best.  A “gauge” means nothing to you 
at all when you can take the measure-
ments yourself and KNOW exactly what 
the headspace is WITH THE ACTUAL 
AMMUNITION IN THE CHAMBER.
 It is the space between the actual car-
tridge case head and the breechface you 
are concerned about, not a steel gauge 
that may be substantially different from 
the actual ammo you are shooting.
 So don’t go waste money on steel 
gauges.  You don’t need them, and you 
don’t want them.  After you have worked 
with our Headspace Indicator you will un-
derstand why.
 Here is a perfect example of why you 
cannot rely on steel gauges.  It is blind 
foolishness to expect all ammo to meet 
specs and produce correct headspace.  
Look at this perfect example.
 Take the measurement and you will 
KNOW what the headspace is, then make 
corrections.  This gentleman complained 
he could not cock the hammer with a load-
ed .280 Rem barrel and wondered why.  
Taking a few simple measurements, he 
could have saved himself a lot of aggra-
vation and money paying someone else to 
tell him the ammo stuck out of the barrel 
too far and was preventing the barrel from 
locking up safely so the hammer could be 
cocked.
 The frame was simply doing what it is 
supposed to do… protect the shooter from 
firing a barrel that is not locked up ade-
quately to be safe.  Barrel-to-frame gap 
measurement was essentially zero, i.e. 
the barrel hits on the firing pin bushing.
 With the barrel off the frame, Win-
chester ammo stuck out of the barrel from 
.005” to as much as .010”, and it is no 
wonder the barrel would not close!

 One might think on first impression 
that the chamber is too shallow.  NOT SO!
 Here you can visually see that the .280 
Rem “GO” gauge is below the end of the 
barrel.  Actually depth below the end of 
the barrel is .001”, which is perfect.

 In this less than perfect photo, you can 
readily see that the ammo is sticking up 

WELL above the end of the barrel.
 The reason is the cases are stopped by 
contact ONLY at the bottom of the shoul-
der!  I try and try to get the point across 
that case shoulders, datum lines on steel 
headspace gauges, and chambers often 
simply do NOT match at all.  Note the ink 
is marred ONLY at the bottom of the shoul-
der where it meets the body of the cham-
ber.  
 

When it comes to the break open guns 
especially, forget about steel headspace 
gauges!  They are meaningless when you 
can take direct measurements from the 
barrel and very easily calculate the head-
space.
 Going to Federal ammo, the results 
are better, but even the Federal ammo is a 
bit too long.  The barrel will likely close on 
this Federal ammo, but with no space at all 
between case head and firing pin bushing, 
vertical stringing may result.
 So, which component in the system 
is off—the chamber shoulder shape and 
location, or the ammo shoulder’s shape 
and location?  It could be either, but it re-
ally matters little.  The important thing is 
to be able to recognize the problem first, 
then choose a corrective measure.  In 
this instance, it is likely simply a different 
brand or a different box of the same brand 
may solve the issue entirely.  It makes no 
sense to ignore headspace and assume 
it is right.  And it makes no sense to rely 
on steel gauges when the ammo does not 
always resemble the gauges, and it is so 
easy to tell if the headspace is off.  This is 
a clear cut example why you need to be 
conscious of headspace when shooting 
factory ammo as much as, or even more 
so, than those who reload.
 Whether you shoot factory ammo or 
reload makes no difference.  You still must 
KNOW what the headspace is in any given 
barrel and frame combination.  You will be 
able to identify excess headspace with ei-
ther factory ammo or your reloads.  If the 
headspace is excess with factory ammo, 
anything over .006”, you have grounds to 
exact a remedy from the manufacturer of 
the barrel or the ammo manufacturer, or 
both.
 Excess headspace is also the cause 
of many misfire situations, and erratic igni-
tion, which produces poor accuracy.  No 
headspace, meaning the case head is hit-
ting on the breechface when you close the 
barrel, can cause the barrel to not close all 
the way.  This has been a major cause of 
misfires with Contenders since the first day 
they were produced.  Or, with Encores and 
G2s, it prevents the hammer from cocking 
when the barrel is not closed all the way.   
 The issue of headspace is simply about 
making sure the ammo fits the gun.  This 
should not be a strange concept.  Howev-
er, believe it or not, ammo that fits right is 
more likely to work right.  Imagine that.   

Part 1

Correct Headspace Is Essential

Mike Bellm and son Kurt, who has become a key part of the 
business.

less than whatever the barrel-to-frame gap 
actually measures.
 Here is the short course.  In the exam-
ple above, you would:
 1. measure the barrel-to-frame gap 

with a common feeler gauge set (IF 
the barrel is not actually hitting on 
the firing pin bushing),

 2. measure where the case head is in 
comparison to the end of the barrel 
(i.e. dead flush with the end of the 
barrel, however many thousandths 
below the end of the barrel, or in the 
example above, how many thou-
sandths it sticks out of the barrel), 
then

 3. do the simple arithmetic.
 Let’s put some hypothetical numbers 
to the diagram above.  Let’s say the gap 
is .005”.  To arrive at the optimum .001” 
space between the case head and the fir-
ing pin bushing, the case would have to 
stick out of the barrel .004”.  In summary—
gap minus protrusion equals .001”.
 If the case were, let’s say, .004” BE-
LOW the end of the barrel, the “space” 
between the case “head” and firing pin 
pushing would go like this:  gap .005” 
plus .004” equals a total of .009”.  This is 
WAY to much of course, so then you make 
corrections detailed below.  
 Our simple system of taking measure-
ments lets you track and work out what 
works best for you, to include controlling 
the amount of interference on the case 
head to compensate for a less than tight 
barrel lockup if necessary, but you monitor 
and regulate it based on measurements 
for consistent results, not “guess and by 
golly.”
 Note in the example above that head-
space is regulated by size die adjustment 
so there is both contact on the case shoul-
der and .001” clearance behind the case 
head—i.e. “head” “space”.
 Another approach is to bump the case 
shoulder back so it does not touch the 
chamber shoulder, and the case rim does 
bottom out in the rim counterbore in the 
end of the barrel.  In this situation, you 
would shim the firing pin bushing forward 
as necessary and remove material from 
the end of the barrel as needed to make 
that possible.
 Whichever forward stopping point you 
choose to use, chamber shoulder or rim 
counterbore, you take measurements so 
you know what the resulting headspace is 
that your method is producing.
 You cannot count on magazines, 
reloading manuals, the TC factory, the 
local “authority” who has “reloaded for 
40 years”, or even most of the dealers 
and TC aftermarket custom shops.
 Diagrams in loading manuals don’t 
seem to really help get the concept across.  
Most gun writers themselves don’t seem 
to comprehend it.  If the factory under-
stands anything other than SAAMI steel 
headspace gauges, it does not show it, 
nor are they helping you understand and 

We would like to thank
our industry Friends 
for their continued 

support of our sport.
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LASC Extravaganza:
 Approximately 200 entries were put in at this year’s Extravaganza over Labor Day 
weekend.  Great southern California weather was enjoyed as approximately 35 shoot-
ers attended from about 5 different states, some of whom had not been seen for a few 
years—so it was great to welcome them back.
 While most of the entries at the Extravaganza are for IHMSA Big Bore and Small 
Bore, this event also features Cowboy Rifle, Cast Bullet Rifle, Small Bore Rifle, and 
Small Bore Hunter Pistol.  This match started in the 1990’s as a fun match after the ma-

jor competitions of the summer, and to give 
something back to club members.
 The Extravaganza is an incredibly afford-
able shooting experience.  $50 gets a 
shooter as many entries as they want to 
shoot, includes two BBQ’s, and camping 
facilities.
 With this event occurring right at the IHMSA 
News deadline, the full match report and 
more specific details will be in the next is-
sue.
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NEW!NEW!

The E-ZEE Prime’s quick-change collar, 
unitized primer trays and the use of standard 
shellholder makes priming and change over 
uncomplicated, fast and easy.

Eliminate fussing with small primer punch parts. The correct sized punch assembly
is engineered into each tray. A cutoff gate further speeds changes. In addition, the
quick-change collar makes the change-over process a “snap”. With ergonomic
design and optimized leverage, the E-ZEE Prime offers the comfortable, controlled
feel needed for precisely seating primers during extended priming sessions.

Hand Priming
Just Got
Faster
& Easier
With Lyman’s
E-ZEE PrimeTM

Hand Priming
Just Got
Faster
& Easier
With Lyman’s
E-ZEE PrimeTM

Includes large and small primer trays

Use Your Own
Standard Shellholders
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Pringle, SD in the Black Hills has the crown jewel of silhouette ranges in Region 8.

Richard and Glenna Pattison celebrate 20 years of silhouette shooting at their private 
range in Pringle, South Dakota.                                      Continued on page

South Dakota State Championship Misses 200 Entries—By One!
 Pringle, South Dakota has proven to be a Labor Day destination point for a large 
number of IHMSA shooters in the Rocky Mountain area over the years, and this year was 
no different.  36 shooters fired 199 entries in a celebration of the 20th year of shooting 
steel at the Southern Hills Silhouette Club.  This year’s state match saw shooters from 
South Dakota, Nebraska, Wyoming, Kansas, Minnesota, and Canada in attendance.
 This range began shooting steel in 1995 after the closure of the silhouette range in 
Sturgis.  Located on private property owned by Dick and Glenna Pattison, this range has 
seen its fair share of shooting steel in those 20 years.  The holidays of the 4th of July 
and Labor Day hold two of IHMSA’s larger shoots with the Region 8 Championship also 
being held there annually.
 In addition to the great scenery and camaraderie that are a staple at Southern Hills 
Silhouette Club, shooting conditions are typically very good as well, and this year’s 
scores certainly reflect that.  The full results of this year’s shoot can be found in the 
match reports section.

Attention Match 
Directors:  

2015 Is Not Far Away!
 

Hard to believe, isn’t it? 
 As match directors start setting 

schedules for 2015 in the coming 
months, please send those to me 

with all information as you want it to 
appear in the IHMSA Schedule.

If you are an email person, 
that is the best format for me.  

Contact me at 
ihmsaeditorjoe@gmail.com 

with that info. 
 

Otherwise, a simple phone call at 
970-667-4968 

works, too.

Championship Matches Are Rolling In
By Joe Frey
 July’s IHMSA World Championship certainly doesn’t signify the end of the silhouette 
shooting season, as August saw several successful large shoots occur.  The Extrava-
ganza in Los Angeles and the South Dakota State Championship were each in the 200 
entry range, with both events taking place of the Labor Day weekend.  Idaho, Colorado, 
and Virginia also celebrated their state championships.  A lot of great shooting was had 
in IHMSA from coast to coast.

Picture of LASC Firing Line: There was a lot of shooting of al types at the Extravaganza.

Picture of Extravaganza LASC range: A view of the range at Los Angeles Silhouette 
Club.

IHMSA is Growing
Because of . . .

by Joe Frey
 …some of the youth shooters and new 
shooters we are seeing in our sport.  At 
this year’s World Championship, there 
were a few youth shooters involved, and 
boy did they shoot well!  Juniors Jacob 
Weaver and Austin Hoover are a couple 
that come to mind who put some fantastic 
shooting performances.  In addition, there 
were several new shooters at this year’s 
event, some shooters who have just taken 
up the sport in the last few years, enjoy-
ing their first experience at the World 
Championship.  There are too many to go 
on about specifically in this short article, 
so I will devote this month’s submission 
of “IHMSA Is Growing Because Of…” to 
one of them that did some truly incredible 
things—Ryan Schuff of Oklahoma.
 I’ve gotten to know Ryan Schuff a little 
bit over the past few years through my an-
nual travels to the Oklahoma State shoot.  
Ryan is the grandson of Region 4 Direc-
tor Jim Fields.  He just started shooting 
silhouette last year, but he has certainly 
proved to be a fast learner as he put forth 
some incredible displays of marksmanship 
this summer shooting IHMSA.
 At the age of 12, Ryan shot a 58x60 
at the Oklahoma State shoot at the end of 
May.  His first 40x40 followed shortly after 
this summer at a regular match at Okla-
homa City Gun Club, just prior to the World 
Championship.  I don’t know how many 12 
year-olds have ever shot a perfect score 
in IHMSA, but that seems like a pretty im-
pressive feat.  But that was just the begin-
ning.
 The World Championship saw an im-
pressive display put on by the 12-13 year 
old Ryan.  And I say 12-13 year old, be-
cause he was both during the shoot—his 
birthday was on the second day of the 
World Championship.
 It is one thing to win championships in 
the junior division, which Ryan won many.  
But this young man went far beyond that.  
First of all, he shot two 80x80’s—one in 
UAS AIR Pistol and one in UAS Small 
Bore.  Not only did he win his AAA class 
in both of those, Ryan finished 3rd overall 
in UAS AIR Pistol hitting 8 shoot-off tar-
gets—trailing only Ironman winner Steve 
Martens and 2014 champion and world-
record holder Jim Fields.  In UAS Small 
Bore, he followed up his 80x80 with 3 
shoot-off targets.
 In addition, Ryan shot a 76x80 in Big 
Bore UAS, getting first in his class.  He 
shot a 70x80+3 in UAS Fifth-Scale, once 
again winning his class.  He also shot a 
68x80 in SB Unlimited, getting second 
in his class.  So out of 5 entries, Ryan 
got four 1st place class finishes and one 
2nd, including being 3rd overall in one of 

those—all at the World Championship.  
Ryan didn’t just perform well as a junior; 
he was right there in the overall conversa-
tion with the best shooters in the IHMSA.
 But the story doesn’t end there.  Ryan 
also served as a target setter every day, 
all day.  The only time he wasn’t working 
was when he was shooting.  But it went 
far beyond the target setting.  Serving as 
the proverbial Chester to Jim Field’s Mar-
shal Dillon, right-hand man Ryan was up 
by 6:00am every day to help get things 
prepared for the day.  At the end of the 
day, same story.  He was setting things up 
and putting things away, hauling off trash, 
looking for Grandpa’s keys, being sent on 
errands, grabbing a needed tool out of 
the shop.  Anyone familiar with Jim Fields 
knows that man has a very high motor.  
Yet Ryan was right there with Jim every 
step of the way.  Late nights, early morn-
ings, steaming hot days, rainy and muddy 
days—it didn’t matter.  
 The maturity, work ethic, coach-ability, 
and attention to detail Ryan possesses is 
very impressive.  The ability to just focus 
on the task at hand—thinking only of this 
shot, not the next one or the last one, is a 
great strength of his.  All of us can remem-

IHMSA in the News
by Joe Frey
 Exposure is essential for any successful enterprise, whether you are promoting a 
business or an event.  This is certainly true for IHMSA, and fortunately the efforts of a 
few people in our sport have taken a step or two in that regard.
 There was a fantastic newspaper article in May 30th edition of “The Bellefontaine Ex-
aminer” celebrating 35 years of shooting at the Logan County Fish and Game Club.  This 
article included good pictures and very nice detail of IHMSA silhouette shooting at this 
Ohio club.  Thanks to Craig Eagle for alerting members to this interesting article through 
the IHMSA forum at ihmsa.org. 

 In July, two articles were run in “The Oklahoman” in association with the 2014 IHMSA 
World Championship.  One article ran in advance of the event on July 13th, and then an-
other followed up the World Championship on July 27th.  “The Oklahoman” is the state’s 
largest newspaper, with a daily circulation of around 150,000 readers.  With match di-
rector Jim Fields having a long career with “The Oklahoman”, he successfully used his 
connections to give IHMSA a little exposure.
 In addition to these examples of good old fashioned print newspaper articles, there 
is now a Facebook page for IHMSA, thanks to Dan Hagerty.  I cannot personally tell you 
about this one, in that I’m not a Facebook user.  But social networking is certainly some-
thing that has changed how businesses and people in general operate, and I have heard 
great things about this Facebook page created by Dan.  In talking to IHMSA member 
Sebastian Gorostiaga of Paraguay, he mentioned how Facebook in countries such as his 
has become the most common form of communication over all other means.
 Mainstream media doesn’t seem to run as many gun or hunting related stories as we 
saw thirty years ago or so.  But it obviously can still be done, as proven by the efforts 
recognized in this article.  Small steps such as the above examples are all beneficial to 
getting IHMSA a little more exposure than it would have had otherwise.

Ryan and Grandpa Jim have been spending a lot of time together at the range.

ber our first perfect score, that shoot-off for 
a state championship, or just closing in on 
a personal best, and remember that feel-
ing of the nerves and blood pressure rising 
as we honed in on those last few turkeys 
or that last bank of rams.  I suppose we all 
have that the jitters in those moments to 
some extent, but Ryan sure doesn’t show 
it.  
 Ryan Schuff sure looks to be a quickly 
rising star in our sport.  He doesn’t seem 
to recognize or acknowledge any barriers 

or limitations to success.  He just focuses 
on the key fundamentals essential to good 
shooting, and then squeezes the trigger.
 Congratulations to Ryan on an incred-
ibly impressive display of shooting not only 
at the 2014 World Championships, but just 
the rapid and ever-increasing growth he 
has shown as a silhouette shooter.  If you 
are somebody that enjoys following the 
match reports each month from around the 
country, the name Ryan Schuff is one you 
might want to remember.

A little press never hurts. (Photo is courtesy of Craig Eagle of Ohio)


